
Figure 4.4 Hypothetico-Deductive Method Combined With the General Model of Scientific

Research in Psychology Together they form a model of theoretically motivated research.

shined on them. They did this either while alone or in the presence of other cockroaches in clear plastic “audience

boxes.” Zajonc found that cockroaches in the straight runway reached their goal more quickly in the presence of

other cockroaches, but cockroaches in the cross-shaped maze reached their goal more slowly when they were in the

presence of other cockroaches. Thus he confirmed his hypothesis and provided support for his drive theory. (Zajonc

also showed that drive theory existed in humans (Zajonc & Sales, 1966)2 in many other studies afterwards).

Constructing or Choosing a Theory

Along with generating research questions, constructing theories is one of the more creative parts of scientific

research. But as with all creative activities, success requires preparation and hard work more than anything else. To

construct a good theory, a researcher must know in detail about the phenomena of interest and about any existing

theories based on a thorough review of the literature. The new theory must provide a coherent explanation or

interpretation of the phenomena of interest and have some advantage over existing theories. It could be more formal

and therefore more precise, broader in scope, more parsimonious, or it could take a new perspective or theoretical

approach. If there is no existing theory, then almost any theory can be a step in the right direction.

As we have seen, formality, scope, and theoretical approach are determined in part by the nature of the

phenomena to be interpreted. But the researcher’s interests and abilities play a role too. For example, constructing

a theory that specifies the neural structures and processes underlying a set of phenomena requires specialized

knowledge and experience in neuroscience (which most professional researchers would acquire at university and

then graduate school). But again, many theories in psychology are relatively informal, narrow in scope, and

expressed in terms that even a beginning researcher can understand and even use to construct his or her own new

theory.
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